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Driving Growth through
Comprehensive Digital Marketing
Solutions.

We believe in the transformative power of
digital marketing. We are a dynamic and
innovative digital marketing agency dedicated
to helping businesses thrive in the online
world. With our expertise and passion, we
deliver customised strategies and creative
solutions that drive growth, engagement and
success.



ABOUT
RK CREATIVE

RK Creative is a dynamic digital marketing agency based in the vibrant city of Edinburgh,
Scotland. With a passion for creativity and a commitment to excellence, we specialise in
providing a wide range of digital marketing services to UK businesses and beyond. Our
honest, open, and down-to-earth approach, combined with our industry expertise,
ensures that we deliver expert solutions to raise awareness of your business and drive
meaningful results.

Comprehensive Service Offering: Our extensive range of services allows you to
consolidate your digital marketing efforts under one roof. From website design and SEO
to photography, video production, digital ads, social media management, and content
creation, we provide holistic solutions to meet your diverse needs.

Industry Expertise: With years of experience and a deep understanding of the digital
landscape, we bring industry expertise to every project we undertake. We stay up to date
with the latest trends, tools, and best practices, ensuring that our strategies are effective,
relevant, and tailored to your business goals.

Personalised Approach: We treat each client as a unique entity with distinct
requirements. Our team takes the time to understand your business, target audience, and
goals, allowing us to develop customised strategies and deliver results that align with
your vision.

Creative Excellence: Creativity is at the core of everything we do. From website design to
content creation, we strive to deliver visually appealing and compelling experiences that
captivate your audience and elevate your brand image.



OUR
PROMISE

SEAMLESS EXECUTION

ATTENTION TO DETAIL

We know that successful digital marketing requires meticulous planning and flawless
execution. Our team is highly skilled and dedicated to delivering projects on time and
within budget. 

We leverage cutting-edge tools and technologies to streamline processes, optimise
campaigns, and maximise your return on investment.

Results-focused approach backed by data and analytics
Proven track record of driving business growth
Small team of experienced digital marketing professionals
Customised solutions tailored to your unique business needs
Transparent communication and project management
Continuous optimisation to stay ahead of the competition 
Horizon scanning to detect early signs of potentially important developments  



OUR
SERVICES

WEB BUILDING, DESIGN & BRANDING

SEARCH ENGINE OPTIMISATION (SEO)

We create visually stunning websites that not only capture your brand's essence but also deliver
seamless user experiences. We work closely with you to understand your brand identity, values, and
goals. We then craft customised web solutions that embody your brand, optimise user engagement,
and drive conversions. From designing intuitive pages to developing robust functionalities, we
ensure that your website reflects the unique personality of your business.

Our SEO strategies are designed to improve your website's visibility on search engines and drive
organic traffic. We conduct thorough keyword research, optimise on-page elements, build high-
quality backlinks, and implement other proven techniques to enhance your search engine rankings
and increase your online presence.

PHOTOGRAPHY AND VIDEO SERVICES
Visual content plays a crucial role in digital marketing. Our skilled photographers and
videographers capture stunning visuals that tell your brand story, evoke emotions, and resonate
with your target audience. From product photography to promotional videos, we create
captivating visuals that elevate your brand image.



OUR
SERVICES

DIGITAL ADS

SOCIAL MEDIA MANAGEMENT

We design and execute targeted digital advertising campaigns to maximise your reach and drive
qualified leads. Our team of advertising specialists leverages platforms such as Google Ads and
social media ads to deliver compelling messages that generate high-quality traffic and increase
conversions.

We help you build a strong social media presence and connect with your audience on popular
platforms. Our social media experts develop comprehensive strategies, create engaging content,
manage your social media accounts, and optimise campaigns to foster brand loyalty, drive
engagement, and increase brand awareness.

CONTENT CREATION
High-quality content is the backbone of successful digital marketing. We develop compelling
content strategies and create engaging content in various formats, including blog posts, articles,
videos, and infographics. Our content is crafted to resonate with your audience, enhance your
brand authority, and drive organic traffic to your website.



GET
IN TOUCH

Transform your digital presence and accelerate your
business growth with RK Creative. 

Contact us today to discuss your digital marketing
goals and explore how we can help you succeed in the
digital world.

CONTACT US :

www.rk-creative.com

becca@rk-creative.com


